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about us

vision and mission
VISION
To improve the proﬁciency level of rural students
by providing essential educational resources, by
enabling inclusive growth.

MISSION
To facilitate the dissemination of knowledge and
information at the grass root level by setting up
libraries in the rural areas.

N

ot all of us can do great things. But we
can do small things with great love.”
says Mother Teresa and we at
RSSWLD continue to live up to this saying.
Nurtured under the aegis of BIMTECH, since
its inception in 2009, Ranganathan Society for
Social Welfare and Library Development
(RSSWLD), has become the robust social arm
of the Institute.RSSWLD aims to facilitate the
dissemination of knowledge and information
at the grass root level by setting up libraries in
the rural areas.
The society’s primary goal is intellectual
development of the underprivileged sections
of society in order to enable them avail
competitive employment opportunities and
lead a digniﬁed social existence. As a part of
this endeavor, RSSWLD is working towards
establishing libraries in rural areas, and
already established libraries in nine villages.
RSSWLD extended its mission of opening
libraries to Jails in the year 2012 to bring
positivity, progression, and creativity in the
monotonous lives of jail inmates.
It has already established libraries in ﬁve
prisons namely Lucknow, Ghaziabad, Gautam
Budh Nagar, Aligarh and Meerut. The ﬁfth (5th)
library is established in jails of Uttar Pradesh.
Libraries in three more prisons namely
Etawah, Mathura and Firozabd are in the
pipeline and are likely to be opened by the year
2017-2018. Other than jails, RSSWLD is also
actively involved in various welfare services,
especially for the underprivileged sector. Like
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every year, this year RSSWLD has added one
new chapter “Two Thousand Blankets ….Two
Thousand Lives" in its Mankind Book.
RSSWLD has also started knowledge sharing
services. Every year inter-disciplinary
Research Workshops are organized regularly
for the scholars, especially library
professionals from across the country. The
society is also supporting Swachh Bharat
Abhiyan since inception of this initiative
RSSWLD has started waste management
system in the BIMTECH premises, where
BIMTECH generates organic manure for its
gardens.
To create awareness and awakening against
social evils like dowry system/acid attacks on
girls, illiteracy amongst girls in rural areas,
RSSWLD conducts rallies or Nukkad Nataks.
Since its inception, RSSWLD has been
upgrading a number of libraries and
promoting open source softwares. This year
RSSWLD has also received requests from
various institutes for upgrading and
automating their libraries.
This year, RSSWLD has added one more wing
to its mission of dissemination of knowledge
and information at the grass root level in rural
areas dedicated to women empowerment by

launching a project Protsahan Chiraiya in
Village Neemka, Block Zevar, District Gautam
Budh Nagar. This village is adopted by local
Member of Parliament Dr. Mahesh Sharma
under Sansad Adarsh Gram Yojna. The project
is spread over 5 stages called Chiraiya
Kaushal, Chahek, Agradoot, Samwaad and
Udaan. The ﬁrst phase starts with selection
of 30 adolescent girls from lower strata of
society (called Chiraiyyas) who are
administered 17 weeks capsule of Life Skill
education followed by 2nd stage called
Chahek, in which they are imparted Basic
English Education (BEE). In third stage they
become the torch-bearers of the Project
(Called Agradoots) and spread the message
of the project to other similarly placed girls
and other residents of the village. In fourth
stage, they are provided opportunity for
having direct interaction with some
dignitaries for learning and clearing their
doubts while in ﬁfth stage support for higher
education is to be arranged for them. We are
proud to say that the ﬁrst batch of 30 girls is
about to complete third stage of the project,
while two more batches of 30 girls each are
following their footsteps. After successful
completion of all the ﬁve phases of this
project, RSSWLD has plans to replicate the
project to other nearby villages.
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I

n the starting of this ﬁnancial year we have decided to
expand our outreach and fortunately the activities of the
RSSWLD touched almost all the section of the society and
reached up to enormous domain. This report demonstrates our
responsibility towards the society and also illustrates
BIMTECH dedication towards philanthropy. As we continue our
services in 2017 ﬁnancial year, I would like to thank all the
stakeholders of the society. I convey my faith and Goodwill!

Dr. H. Chaturvedi

I

t gives me immense pleasure to present our activities in front of
you. This compilation preserves a few most signiﬁcant
accomplishments of RSSWLD. In this ﬁnancial year we have
started our project Protsahan Chiraiyya for the rural GIRLS, and this
project gives huge mileage for our philanthropy commitment. Our
goal is to expand with more scientiﬁc interventions on various
issues related to society.
Thank you all for everlasting support on our Journey.

Dr. Rishi Tiwari
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ESTABLISHMENT OF JAIL LIBRARIES
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BIMTECH PUSTAKALAY
established by it with
support from Birla Institute of
Management Technology in
District Jail Aligarh was
inaugurated on
27th March, 2017

DISTRICT JAIL ALIGARH
It is a matter of great pride and honor for Ranganathan Society for
Social Welfare & Library Development (RSSWLD) to report the
establishment of “BIMTECH PUSTAKALAY” with the support from
Birla Institute of Management Technology was inaugurated on
27th March, 2017 at 10:30 A.M. by Dr. Sharad Kulshreshtha, D.I.G.
(Prisons –Agra Range), in the District Jail premises of Aligarh.. Dr.
Rishi Tiwari, Secretary ,RSSWLD, Dr. Awadhesh Kumar Shirotriya,
Dr. Viresh Raj, Superintendent Aligarh Jail, Mr. Matloob Ali Khan,
Treasurer, RSSWLD were also present on the occasion. This was
the 4th Library established in District Jails in Uttar Pradesh by
RSSWLD with support of BIMTECH.
Dasna Jail Ghaziabad, Lucknow Jail and Gautam Budh Nagar Jail
were other jails where libraries had been established by RSSWLD.
2000 books and 10 book shelves had been provided for this library.
While inaugurating the library, Dr. Kulshreshtha appreciated the
efforts of BIMTECH and RSSWLD for bringing positivity amongst
the jail-inmates by providing them access to good and motivating
literature and other sources of entertainment. He mentioned that
suicide rate in Dasna Jail, Ghaziabad, Lucknow and Gautam Budh
Nagar had reduced drastically after libraries were established in
these jails by RSSWLD. He appreciated the efforts of Dr. Rishi
Tiwari, in particular who had exhibited an exemplary passion for
the welfare of jail inmates and was moving relentlessly on his
single point mission i.e. to bring a sea change in the mentality of jail
inmates by providing them access to wonderful reading material
pertaining to all walk of life.
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DISTRICT JAIL MEERUT
The establishment of one more library (ﬁfth in Uttar Pradesh Jails)
with support from Raja Ram Mohan Roy Library Foundation
(RRRLF) in District Jail Meerut on 24th April, 2017 at 10:30 A.M. is
another milestone that marks a moment of pride and honor for
RSSWLD. The library was inaugurated by Sh. B.K.Sharma,
Chairman Raja Ram Mohan Roy Library Foundation. Eminent
literature rate Mr. Sitesh Alok also was present on this occasion.
He interacted with the jail inmates and persuaded them to diarize
their experiences of library. While addressing the gathering, Dr.
Rishi Tiwari elaborated on how the libraries established by
Ranganathan Society for Social Welfare and Library Development
in various jails of Uttar Pradesh were impacting the lives of jail
inmates positively. Even in Meerut Jail, books have been selected
by eminent scholars of library science after having detailed survey
conducted on jail inmates.
In ﬁrst stage, 1500 books have been provided and more books will
be provided after a review is made.Mr. Sant Lal Yadav, Sr.
Superintendent, Meerut Jail in his address conveyed his thanks to
all present on the occasion and particularly to Ranganathan
Society for Social Welfare and Library Development for making
tireless efforts in conducting cultural activities, quiz competitions
and distributing blankets and other clothes and ultimately
establishing library in Meerut Jail. Jailor Sh. A.K.Singh, Deputy
Jailor Mr. S.B.Singh, Mr. Pradeep Kumar Chaturvedi, Dr. Awadhesh
Kumar Shirotriya, Mr. Govind Sahoo, Mr. Shams Khan, Mr. Jogindar
Singh and Mr. Rakesh Sahoo were also present on the occasion.
|07|

anticipation as there was negative marking for wrong answers.
The programme was conducted in the central arena with good
audience. The evening was full of cheer and joy with winners
getting certiﬁcates and gift hampers from the chief guest and Mr.
Shiv Prakash Yadav, Sr. Jail Superintendent, Distt- Ghaziabad Jail,
Dr. Sunil Tyagi, Doctor and other jail authorities along with Ms.
Rupali Singh, co-ordinator, Dasna Jail, BIMTECH.

LIBRARY WEEKS
Ghaziabad Jail
5th September 2016, Day 1 was action packed Management
Games day for both male and female jail inmates. The day was
planned with several fun-games to energize and motivate the jail
inmates in order to bring a positive and constructive mind and
body equilibrium for them. Ice-breaking was done by a ‘Lemon
race’. It was organized in batches of 20 each wherein each
participant is given a lemon and a spoon. Winners were announced
separately for males and females sections depending on the ones
who completed the race without lemons falling from spoons and
coming ﬁrst. It results in a lot of excitement along with balancing
skills of mind and body. Secondly, participants were made to play
Bucket and water game. Teams of four were made and each team
was given a bucket full of water and an empty one and a sponge.
The members had to basically team up to ﬁll the empty bucket kept
at around 50 meters distance with help of sponge only. The team
who ﬁlled the bucket ﬁrst was announced as winners.
This resulted in team management skills, co-ordination and
strategy to complete the task ﬁrst. Tug-of-war was the ﬁnale of the
events for the day. It was great excitement while teams of around
20 members on each side of a thick rope trying to pull it towards
them. It displayed their strength and also strategy to win the game.
Students-volunteers who conducted the events were Tripti Singh,
Manasi Raju, Jasmin Veluru, Mudit and Kanishka Mendevell. 6th
September 2016, Day 2 was literary round of events involving
Essay Writing competition and Painting competition on give
themes. Males and females stood in competition in separate
teams with same topics. Participants were given 30 minutes for
writing the essay on “Samaaj mein badte apraadh ke kaaran aur
nivaran” or “Apne bachhon ke liye kaisi duniyaa chahte hain” and
60 minutes for making paintings on topic “Mere aas paas ki
sundartaa” or “life in 2050”. Students had taken all required
material with them namely, colors, white sheets, pencils etc. The
participants were highly enthusiastic in expressing their views.
The competition for males took place in the library area. Winners
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were announced according to three parameters namely content,
relevance to the topic and creativity. Student volunteers who
conducted the events were Tripti, Anshul and Ashish.7th
September 2016, Day 3 was Extempore and games like Chess,
Carrom and Ludo. Games boosted their team spirit and made them
learn to accept their defeat positively. It was a delight to hear them
speak freely on “dosti ka mahatav” or “zindagi ek safar”. Many
participants became emotionally connected and felt very light
after their heart out. Winners were selected according to the
content, time management and expression. Student volunteers
who conducted the events were Ajay Karan and Neha Jain. 8th
September 2016, Day 4 was the ﬁnal day of the event with Quiz
competition and Prize distribution for winners of all activities.
Chief Guest for the day was Dr. Sitesh Alok, M.A., Ph.D. from
Allahabad University and Master in Music from Bhatkhande Sangit
Mahavidyalaya (Pune).
He is a Writer, poet, editor, social worker, loves classical music,
painting, travel. Special Study of The Ramayan, Ramcharit Manas,
Mahabharat, Koran and Manusmriti.
Six teams of six members each participated in the Quiz
competition. One team of female inmates and ﬁve teams of male
inmates participated and went through numerous rounds of
questions put up by students. Score board showed the scores of
each round and ﬁlled the atmosphere with immense curiosity and

On 16th Feb 2017, female students had carried out “Mehendi
Competition” for females in the female barrack. Manasi and
Krittika Biswas had gone prepared with mehendi cones and few
designs. They carried out activity for almost 3-4 hours. There were
total 20 teams with two participants each. Teams had to show their
artistic skills by applying mehendi in one palm in a speciﬁc given
time. Winners and Runners up were selected according to artistry,
neatness and concept. The jail inmates were very happy and
involved in the activity. The others who did not participate also
enjoyed as audiences to the activity. “Singing and Poetry
Competition” at male jail inmates barracks was carried out on 16th
and 17th Feb 2017, with rounds of songs and poetries being recited
by jail inmates of all groups. With lot of fervor and enthusiasm the
male jail inmates participated in the competition.
They sang songs consisting of Bhajans, Love, Qawwalli,
Friendship, Happiness, Remembrance, Mother etc. The complete
atmosphere in Library of Ranganathan Society for Social Welfare
and Library Development (RSSWLD) at Dasna Jail was lit by the
verses of inmates which made them forget their daily routine.
These activities bring out a lot of hidden talent as well as their inner
feelings. Pradeep from 4B and Bunty from 2B were declared
winners for poetry and Sudama from 10A, Kapil from 9A and
Saurabh from 8A were declared winners for singing competition.
On 17th Feb 2017, Aakriti Jain, Rohit, Amitesh and Ajay Karan
carried out “Management Games” for male as well as female jail
inmates in their respective barracks.
There were multiple ‘Ball Games’ arranged this time for jail
inmates. It tests their thinking and impulse as well as team and
time management skills. Inmates were thrilled by this new
innovative way of playing games with each other in teams of 6
each. The team which ﬁnished the sequence earliest was declared
winners. Nancy, Meenu, Batool, Saboo, Sangeeta and Poonam
were declared winners with least time taken for completing the
sequence. Poonam and Madhu were winners of Ball Circle game. In
male barrack, participants were more from different barracks and
age groups, hence, we had two winning teams. Team ‘A’
|09|
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comprising of Lalit, Soni, Ravindra, Dharaveer, Ramnaresh and
Tarun were declared winners. Team ‘B’ comprising of Monti, Jalal,
Ajay Veer Singh, Sonu, Moola and Karan were also declared as
winners. On 18th Feb 2017, “Legal Aid Day” was conducted in
collaboration with students of School of Law, Sharda University.
Tripti and Dr. Awadhesh Kumar Shirotriya accompanied faculties
as well as students of Law to male and female barracks of Dasna
Jail. The students, under supervision of their faculty members,
opened discussions with jail inmates so as to understand their
problems and be able to help them out legally. Many were thankful
for getting free legal guidance by students and faculty and
appreciated the step taken by RSSWLD.

KNOWLEDGE SHARING
1.

Meerut Jail
RSSWLD student volunteers along with Meerut Jail Coordinator Dr.
Awadhesh Kumar Shirotriya have organized recreational and
educational activities for the inmates on 24-25th October, 2016.
These activities received tremendous output by the inmates, they
thoroughly enjoyed almost all the activities in fact 3-4 inmates
have noted their observations that RSSWLD has to increase the
duration of such kind of programs. Inmates were really talented
and participated in plenty to made this event more sucessful. The
language for the content writing and song/poem recitation was
Hindi. The students were provided with all the necessary material
required for the process. Top three performers of all the activities
conducted were to be given special prizes. Also people in
audiences share their views on indian current scenario issues that
can be rectiﬁed to make india a supreme power. This was also a
great learning "session for all the student voulnteers because
they got to know these people are pretty much aware about the
current problems in the country. Jail Administration has also
provided their positive and meaningful remark on this initiative.

Gautam Budh Nagar
Student volunteers organized library week in the month of
December, 2016. Educational, Recreational and Experience
sharing model were the key features of this library week. Many
inmates have expressed their view which reﬂects their touching
stories and it portrays the unhealthy policies of the judiciary
systems also. These events were organized both for man and
woman cells separately, and all the inmates were felicitated with
prizes and gifts. Not only the participants but also audience
enjoyed themselves thoroughly.
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2.

ICSSR sponsored National Workshop on “Research Methodology for
Research Scholars in Social Sciences”: This workshop was organized
in the campus of BIMTECH, Bhubaneswar (At present known as Birla
Global University, Bhubaneswar, Orissa) on 4-8th April 2016. RSSWLD
has played a role of academic partner in this workshop. The objective
of this workshop was to acting as a platform for researchers to discuss
on the methodological requirements of research and to simulate and
capture new approaches. The participants were primarily research
scholars, consultants and faculty members of Social Sciences and
Management discipline from various National and International
universities.

ICSSR Sponsored National Workshop on Open Source Technology for
Library Automation & Content Management : The Three Days National
Workshop on “Open Source Technology for Library Automation & Content
Management” was jointly organized by Birla Institute of Management
Technology (BIMTECH) in collaboration with NASSDOC, ICSSR New Delhi
and supported by Indian Library Association & Ranganathan Society for
Social Welfare & Library Development from 12th – 14th August, 2016 in the
campus of BIMTECH, Greater Noida. The purpose of this workshop is to
provide training with adequate practical knowledge to library professionals
which will enable them to initiate for modernization of the libraries like
Library Automation and Networking and Design and Development of
Library Website etc. by using Free/Open Source Software. The workshop
will focus on use and application of Koha and Joomla.
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PROJECT PROTSAHAN CHIRRAIYA

Project “Protsahan Chiraiya” is a rural social project on women
emancipation started by Ranganathan Society for Social Welfare
and Library Development with the help of Birla Institute of
Management Technology, Greater Noida at Neemka Shajahanpur,
Jewar Tehsil, UP. This village is adopted by Honorable Union
Minister of Tourism, Dr. Mahesh Sharma under the Sansad Adarsh
Gram Vikas Yojna. The project was launched with the vision to
sensitize the rural underprivileged adolescent girls about all
aspects of good quality life, education, health as well as their roles
in the community. The pilot phase of this project was ﬂagged off on
28th March, 2016 to commemorate the ﬁrst death anniversary of
Dr. Sarla Devi Birla, “Founding member of BIMTECH”. The project
imparted life skills training to 30 girls enrolled in the batch. The
girls attended total of 17 highly engaging and enriching sessions
conducted on various topics related to their welfare and
empowerment. Currently the project is in its third phase. At present
90 girls are enrolled in this project and are being beneﬁtted from
different skill training/modules. Society has started total ﬁve
different ventures under the “Protsahan Chiraiyya” which are
shown in the diagram:-
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Outdoor Visits of Chiraiyyas: - Session XIV of LSE Module was
dedicated to experiential learning for the Chiraiyyas when an
outbound learning session was organized for them. They ﬂew out
of the comfort of their village classroom to exhibit their learnings at
various locations at NOIDA. In an endeavour to make the girls
express their dreams and goals, and acquire better interpersonal
skills, the RSSWLD team organized several interactions at DM
Ofﬁce, KAILASH HOSPITAL and BIMTECH.
Firstly, the Chiraiyyas attended an interactive session with Shri N P
Singh District Magistrate, GB Nagar, at his Noida camp ofﬁce. It
was an experience of a lifetime for these girls when they shared
about their experiences of Project “Protsahan Chiraiyya”. Shri
Singh appreciated the initiatives of BIMTECH and RSSWLD and
said that “I trust only the girls for actively playing roles in nation
building, as only they have the capability to change the world”. He
enlightened the girls with several anecdotes of social change
brought by women in different parts of India. He shared his vision
about NEEMKA becoming Open Defecation Free, Liquor free, and
devoid of any social malpractices. He pinned his hopes on the
|13|
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chiraiyyas and urged them to think on their feet. He discussed various pressing issues
of Neemka with the girls and encouraged them to participate wholly in ﬁnding out and
questioning the loopholes in the implementation of ICDS and other such women and
child related government health schemes. He asked the Chiraiyyas to conduct surveys
and take the responsibility of empowering 10 more villagers by adopting the model of
“Each one teach 10”.
Shri Singh urged RSSWLD to engage the girls in live surveys so that the classroom
learnings are further reinforced. He also suggested that RSSWLD should initiate self defense drive for all the girls. He reiterated the importance of Spoken English classes
which will open up several avenues for the girls in the export sector. He spoke about a
few organizations like Apparel India apprentice schemes, Syndicate Bank Spoken
English trainings which are aligned with the Chiraiyya project. According to him, the
girls can have a better life if they have a determined vision for self - development. He
reposed faith in BIMTECH and agreed to support the future initiatives of RSSWLD at
other nearby villages in the tehsil. The DM and SDM promised to visit Neemka to see the
outcome of the “Each One teach ten” model proposed today. RSSWLD team was
indebted to the DM for sparing his valuable time and adding value to the Project
“Protsahan Chiraiyya” of BIMTECH.

www.ranganathansociety.org

Indianapolis to share her time with girls associated with the project. She shared her past
experiences that made these girls understand the importance of education in their life.
This outbound session proved to be hands on life skills training that Project “Protsahan
Chiraiyya” actually aims at. It was delightful to see that Chiraiyyas taking up the role of
ambassadors as envisioned by RSSWLD team. The girls seemed much enriched and
focused about the roles assigned to them by virtue of becoming a part of Project
“Protsahan chiraiyya”; the change agents are in the making at Neemka. The “Chiraiyyas”
of Neemka are gradually learning to soar in the sky and very soon shall roar like a lioness
and give clarion calls in their communities to bring about a change for a model villageNeemka.
1.

They can enter and hoist their ﬂags in the male dominated ﬁeld of WRESTLING
even. After this, they had an interaction with BIMTECH students and learned how to
pursue their studies up to this level. They also had interaction with Mr. Ravi Kumar,
Free Lancer and renowned CSR consultant. They also faced the persons from
media and gave them their personal bytes as to how they perceived their
transformation from a shy, subdued and depressed person to a self-conﬁdent, well
versed and dynamic personality. They also had a photo session with Dr. I.V.Trivedi,
former Vice Chancellor, Mohan Lal Sukharia University, Rajasthan, Dr. H.
Chaturvedi, Director BIMTECH along with other celebrities. Chiraiyas were
exuberant to be the part of Convocation ceremony as they themselves were also
awarded certiﬁcates by Dr. I.V.Trivedi along with students of the College. This
deﬁnitely gave them a feeling of elation i.e. being at par with the students of
BIMTECH. Somewhere in the heart of their hearts, they felt exhorted to pursue their
studies up to this level. 24 girls who attended their sessions regularly and showed
exemplary performance were rewarded with cash incentives.

Next, they visited the ofﬁce of Dr. Mahesh Sharma, Union Minister for Culture and
Tourism. Neemka has been adopted by the honourable minister under the Sansad
Gram Vikas Yojna. The Chiraiyyas met the Minister’s Representative Mr. Bali who was
delighted to see the conﬁdence of the girls. He spoke about the Minister’s vision of
making Neemka a model village. He requested the girls to inculcate and implement the
life skills imparted by RSSWLD team in their day to day practices. The highlight of the
session was that Mr. Bali shared his idea of making the girls attend the Lok Sabha
during the upcoming Monsoon session. He promised the girls that the Dr. Sharma
himself will be present to award them the certiﬁcates after the successful completion of
the LSE course.
He had also organized some events at the Kailash Hospital, Noida. The girls attended an
extremely eye opening session on Personal and oral hygiene. A young faculty trainer of
Kailash hospital also gave very practical tips to handle any situation when the girls and
boys feel violated. She made the girls realize the importance of being outspoken and be
able to share the innermost feelings and fear with at least a dear friend or family
member so that they do not feel lonely in times of emotional crisis. They were also given
knowledge about the symptoms and causes of critical illnesses like breast or cervical
cancer. The Chiraiyyas came to know about the availability of vaccines that prevents
cervical cancer. The chiraiyyas later visited BIMTECH Campus where RSSWLD team
had organised fun activities like musical chair and Rangoli competition. They also
interacted with some students and faculty of BIMTECH and gave them insights about
their Chiriayya project. The open interaction proved to be a great conﬁdence building
exercise for them. It was also a pleasure to have Ms. Jodie Ferise from University of
|14|

Foundation Day and Convocation Day Activities: All Chiraiyas from Batch I to Batch
III had another wonderful day of their life on 2ndApril, 2017 when they visited
BIMTECH once again to witness and participate in the CONVOCATION
PROCEEDINGS OF BIMTECH along with pass out students who were awarded
Diplomas at the end of their 2nd year course. This event of BIMTECH matched with
completion of one year of Project PROTSAHAN CHIRAIYYA also which ended on
28th March, 2017. They were entertained with a very motivating movie “DANGAL”
which inspired them that no ﬁeld is a prohibited territory for women.

2.

Shri K N Govindacharya calls for active youth participation in nation building. On
Oct., 2016, BIMTECH celebrated Gandhi Jayanti and its 29th Foundation Day. On
this occasion, the guest of honour was the famous ideologue and social activist
Shri K N Govindacharya. During his long association with several social
organization like the RSS, ABVP & the Swadeshi Jagran Manch, he has immensely
contributed towards the development of a decentralised Swadeshi Model of
Development for the nation. He is a great strategist who has worked relentlessly
as the torchbearer of many people's movements like India against Corruption etc.
|15|
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CHARITY

Scholarships were also awarded to twelve “Chiraiyyas” who secured 100%
attendance in Life Skills Education Programme Project “Protsahan Chiraiyya” at
Neemka Village. Anokhi Aakankshayen- A Carnival Showcasing the Project
“Protsahan Chiraiyya” Ranganathan Society for Social Welfare and Library
Development organized a day long carnival to exhibit the activities of their Life
Skills Education Programme- Project “Protsahan Chairaiyya”. The adolescent girls
enrolled in this rural project were introduced to the BIMTECH family. They engaged
in various activities which were designed towards capacity and conﬁdence
building. The “Chiraiyyas” were sensitized towards waste management through
workshops, sportsmanship through sports competition, entrepreneurial skills by
earning through Mehandi and Craft stalls, and creativity through lantern making
sessions, essay writing and poster making on Swachh Bharat Bharat Abhiyan.
The institute got a glimpse of the activities that are conducted in the Neemka
Village through the exhibition of charts and diaries that are created during the Life
Skills classes. The “Chiraiyyas” also presented their imploring stage act on “save
daughters”. The heart wrenching song surely left everyone with goosebumps. Shri
K N Govindacharya also interacted with the girls and encouraged them to study
further and break stereotypes. He reposed faith in BIMTECH and applauded the
efforts made by Ranganathan Society towards community development. “Anokhi
Aakankshayen”- a window into the lives of deprived rural adolescent girls was a
really touching event organized by the student volunteers. It indeed garnered
support from everyone. Seeing the enthusiasm and ﬁre in the “Chiraiyyas”, who
wouldn’t then want to give wings to their dreams!
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1.

Blanket Donation Drive: To help the people suffering in the cold
weather due to lack of winter clothing, Ranganathan Society has
taken an initiative to donate blankets to the people in need. In the
year 2015, the Society had donated 1000 blankets by collecting the
funds from different stakeholders-faculty, staff, students etc. This
year, the goal is to donate 2000 blankets by December 25th to reach
more no. of needy people. Since it was indeed a brilliant task
achieved by the team of Ranganathan Society for Social welfare and
Library Development (RSSWLD), putting hard efforts have given a
successful result on charitable activities. Inmates Of all the three
prisons, i.e., Gautam Buddha Nagar, Ghaziabad, Etawah and Meerut
were very happy and paid thanks to team RSSWLD and Jail
administration for this enormous show. Team RSSWLD have
decided the common activities for all the 04 Prisons, they planned
quiz competition for the sake of recreation and entertainment
followed by Vastradaan (150 Blankets at each Prisons). All the
donated clothes were sent to the washing before distribution. The
top three teams of quiz competition were awarded with certiﬁcates
and blankets. Many enthusiast inmates have also come forward to
share their talents in front of the audience during the program. Team
RSSWLD has also invited some renowned academicians in the
program as Chief Guest. Mr. V.K. Luthra, Director, Administration,
Galgotia University at Gautam Buddha Nagar Prison and Prof. V.K.
Malhotra, Member Secretary, ICSSR at Meerut Prison.

2.

Taken Active participation in Can Support WALKATHON. Team
RSSWLD has supported the noble cause on 05 February, 2017, few
volunteers and ofﬁcials have walked few miles for supporting the
great cause. It was the 10th year of this walkathon; the walk aims to
create awareness around cancer and palliative care in the country.
Along with this, it also aims to show solidarity with cancer patients
and their care givers. CanSupport’s ‘Walk for Life; Stride against
Cancer’ event has become a much talked about and awaited annual
feature of the Delhi calendar. People from all walks of life,
representing different age groups and professions: students,
executives, cancer survivors, medical professionals, caregivers,
celebrities, bureaucrats, politicians, expatriates and diplomats,
among others, walk or run together for one common cause to ﬁght
against cancer.
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CHARITY

3.

Wall of Humanity : Wall of Humanity has been created to motivate people to
come forward and donate the clothes and other stuff which can be useful to
a person in need. Anyone can come and hang the stuff to be donated on this
wall. Donated stuff would be given to the poor and needy people. To support
this cause, students and others BIMTECH family members came forward
and donated their clothes.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU’S)
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1.

The Richmond Fellowship Society (India) : The Richmond Fellowship
Society provides psychological rehabilitation of the people with mental
illness particularly Schizophrenia and allied disorders through its Halfway
Home and a Day Care Centre in Greater Noida called “VISHWAS “. For
providing counseling /rehabilitation services in rural areas and various jails
and other academic institutions wherever Ranganathan Society for Social
Welfare and Library Development is running library projects or other projects
in jails or nearby villages.

2.

Sehgal Foundation : For giving training in Life Skills Education to
Ranganathan Society internal trainers for project protashan chiraiya.

3.

School of Law, Sharda University, Greater Noida (UP) : For providing free
legal aid services to the Jail Inmates and to create awareness and remove
myths and misconceptions related to legal aid.
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1.

Crowd Funding for Establishment of Library in District Jail
Etawah : Mr. Kartik Yadav, Student of PGDM batch 16-18
has taken a noble initiative to start crowd funding for the
establishment of a Jail library in his own home town i.e.,
Etawah. Even though this was an uphill task but the
magnitude of effect the library would have on the lives of
the jail inmates kept Kartik going through the obstacles
and he succeeded in collecting the stipulated funds
(Rs.2,02,001/-) in a very short span of time. Many local
people have also given their consent to provide some
logistical support while this project will come in an action.

2.

Etawah Jail Press Conference: On 28th Novemeber, 2016
Dr.Rishi Tiwari along with Mr.Kartik Yadav have organized
one press conference to convey the message of the
initiative of RSSWLD. Almost all the leading print media
representatives have attended this press conference and
give proper coverage for the maximum outreach.

3.

Organized Talk by Swami Ishwarananda Ji for Student and
Faculty members: In order to support future managers
with this, RSSWLD have organized session on Managing
Stress through Yoga and Meditation on 4th February,
2017. The basic objective of this talk was to provide them
a stress free life management skills .All the beneﬁciaries
have enjoyed a lot.

4.

CSR partner in NHRDN, National Summit for Energy
Sector Transforming HR : Agenda for Action (2-3 March,
2017): In this great summit all the panelist from different
domains of the industry and academia have donated
handsome amount to provide ﬁnancial strengthening the
various events of RSSWLD.

others

others
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media coverage
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audit report
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glimpses
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